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Meet Hannah
Hannah expresses Rainham

School for Girls has been a

huge part of her life from when

she joined year 7 as a nervous

11 year old in 2010 and credits

the teachers who have made

her the ambitious person she

thinks she is now. There is

nothing Hannah wants more

than to keep passing on her

enthusiasm for learning to her

own pupils. Hannah talks

about her journey with TKAT

so far and how she hopes to

unlock every individual's full

potential in the classroom.

"Having a flair for innovation myself, I am
determined to harness my students' creative
energy and spark discussion in the classroom"

Did you have any school experience before applying to train to teach?

In July 2019, I completed a week's experience at Rainham School for Girls.  Not only

did I learn about differentiation, assessment for learning and the many styles

teaching, I learned from the pupils as well.  They taught me that no two days are the

same in teaching and it will be a challenging job, however the feeling when a student

shouts 'Miss, I get it!' is truly invaluable.  This week helped decide if teaching was the

right career path for me; which it was because I would never look back!  You don't

need loads of experience, you need passion, enthusiasm and dedication.



What was the most stressful aspect of applying to train to teach and how did

you overcome this?  Any words of wisdom for someone looking to apply?

I think the most stressful part for me was the build-up and the morning of my

interview day.  I remember walking over to teach my 30 minute lesson feeling

super nervous but I wasn't going to let the feeling get the better of me.  I welcome

the students into the classroom, had sticky labels for them to write their names (a

must!) and we got stuck into learning about best buys in the supermarket.  Time

flew and I walked out of the classroom feeling proud and wondering what I ever

worried about.  Before I left one of the pupils called me a natural teacher which

will stay with me forever.

How has being in school and training to teach helped with your learning and

progress?

For the initial 2 week induction to the programme I observed my mentor and other

members of the maths department which helped me understand the structure of

lessons and pick up excellent teaching techniques.  When it was my turn to stand up

in front of the class, I did some starters and plenaries before building up to teaching

full lessons.

I found a good way to practice for my

lesson was to pretend I was teaching it to

my friends, just like it would be in the

classroom.  This will help prepare and ease

the nerves; if your interview is online this

may still be beneficial for you to do!

My words of wisdom would be just to try

your best and make sure you are well

prepared.

 Take some time to research common interview questions for a trainee teacher and write

down bullet point notes of your thoughts.  Above is a picture of what I made for my

interview presentation and I hope it inspires you to get your creative hat on!

" I am determined not just to teach but to inspire future generations
alongside the teachers who helped make me the trainee teacher I am today"



Another important aspect of training to teach is making sure you take care of yourself.  

It's okay if you don't stay late everyday or work until midnight, you need to take care

of yourself in order to take care of your students.

How have you found the course to be so far?
The course has been super!  All of my

colleagues are extremely supportive and

there's never a dull moment.  I think one of

my favourite parts so far is building a rapport

with my students and knowing I'm having an

effect on their progress.  I feel proud seeing

their work from a distance knowing I've

influenced their understanding in a subject

I'm so passionate about.  I hope to continue

creating the right classroom environment so

that students grow in confidence and their

inquisitive minds are developed. 

What are your aspirations for your future career?
As a teacher I aspire to be a role model giving students support and guidance not just

academically.  I am ambitious for career progression such as becoming a form tutor of

the head of a key stage area.

I enjoy the general professional study day every Monday because it gets the week off

to a good start and I get to communicate with the other trainees to find out how they

are getting on.  It is interesting to hear about other subjects, explore pedagogical

language and discuss top tips for classroom practice.

I also loved creating a display board for the maths faculty which shows the difference

between a growth and fixed mindset.

When my head of faculty popped by to see me teach in the first few weeks of the

course compared to 2 months in, she said she can see my confidence coming through

and I'm a completely different trainee.  This shows I am making progress every day but

sometimes do not notice it; I am taking on board feedback and using every lesson as  a

new learning experience.


